
The Missing Piece of Charlie O'Reilly
by Rebecca K. S. Ansari

One day Charlie’s little brother disappeared and
now no one remembers him. Can Charlie and
his best friend Ana find enough magic to bring
his brother back or will they be forgotten too?

The Serpent's Secret
by Sayantani DasGupta
Kiranmala feels like an average kid, but when
her parents disappear and a rakkhosh demon
attacks her, she is swept into a land of magic,
danger, and adventure. (series)

When You Trap a Tiger
by Tae Keller
In this Korean folklore story, Lily’s family moves in
with her sick grandmother. When a mysterious
tiger appears and offers a suspicious deal to heal
Halmoni, Lily sets off on a quest that will open her
eyes to magic.

The Adventurers Guild
by Zack Loran Clark & Nick Eliopulos
Zed and Brock thought their lives were all
charted out until they were made to join the
perilous Adventurers Guild. When they uncover
a dangerous conspiracy, they must prove their
worth once and for all. (series)

Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky
by Kwame Mbalia
Tristan mourns the loss of his best friend. When a
strange creature steals Eddie's cherished journal,
Tristan chases after--and dives into danger. This
fast-paced tale brims with African American folk
heroes and West African gods. (series)

Princess Princess Ever After
by Katie O'Neill
Heroic princess Amira rescues kind princess Sadie
from her prison, neither imagining how very close
they will become. Working together to defeat a
jealous sorcerer, they just may find their happy
ending. (Graphic Novel J-741.5993 ONEI)

Dragons in a Bag
by Zetta Elliot
Jackson never expected the mean old lady who
is watching him to actually be a witch who
delivers baby dragons! When the
creatures accidentally escape, he and his
friends must come to the rescue! (series)

Furthermore
by Tahereh Mafi
Alice has felt out of place in her colorful town
ever since her father left for an adventure and never
returned. With the help of a friend, she is determined
to brave a dangerous and mythical land to bring her
dad home.

The Girl Who Drank the Moon
by Kelly Barnhill
A kind, forest witch rescues abandoned children
and finds them loving homes, but when she
accidentally feeds one of the babies moonlight,
magic happens and changes everything.

The Witch Boy
by Molly Ostertag
Asher, 13, knows that as a boy, witchcraft is off
limits to him. When danger threatens his loved
ones, he figures out how to save them...but will
have to break the rules and be true to
himself. (Graphic Novel J-741.5973 WITCHBOY)

A Wish in the Dark
by Christina Soontornvat
In Chattana, all light is controlled by the governor.
Pong is a prisoner and yearns for the freedom to be
in the light. Set in a Thai-inspired fantasy world, this
adventure takes Pong on a dangerous and exciting
journey.

ppld.org/kids/read

Thornlight
by Claire Legrand
What happens when the shy sister switches places
with the adventurous one? This thrilling tale finds
twins Briar and Thorn and a young Queen
Celestyna on a mission to save their land from the
dark force destroying it.

More Series

• The Last by Katherine Applegate
• Spiderwick Chronicles by Tony DiTerlizzi
• The Unmapped Chronicles by Abi Elphinstone
• The Magnificent 12 by Michael Grant
• Redwall by Brian Jacques
• A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle
• Rainbow Magic by Daisy Meadows
• Dactyl Hill Squad by Daniel José Older
• On the Edge of the Sea of Darkness by Andrew
Peterson (Teen)
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